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ABOUT THE BOOK
In today’s world, without the science of evolution 
there would be no science. Written for both 
the scientifically-minded as well as those who 
are not familiar with science at all, this book 
details the facts of the science of evolution. In 
one engrossing volume Ardea Skybreak looks at 
the diversity and complexity of life on this planet 
and how all life, including humans, evolved. She 
examines the many different lines of mutually 
reinforcing evidence that support and confirm 
the biological theory of evolution. At the same 
time, Skybreak dissects the myth of Creationism 
and the lies behind the thinly-veiled religiosity of 
Intelligent Design. There’s urgency in this book. 
It comes at a time when evolution—and the very 
definition of science—is under concerted attack 
by religious fundamentalists, with backing from 
the highest levels of government. The reader will 
come away with a deepened appreciation of 
the beauty and wonders of nature, as well as 
an understanding of the basic scientific facts of 
evolution and a clear sense of why science and 
a scientific method make it possible to determine 
what’s real—and why knowing what’s real 
profoundly matters.

Insight Press is proud to present this provocative new book by 
Ardea Skybreak. Although there are a number of excellent books 
on evolution, there is nothing quite like this one!

A beautiful limited edition hardcover copy is being made available 
directly from Insight Press. You can support the ability of the 
publisher to make this tremendously important book available to 
a very wide audience at an affordable price by purchasing this 
special hardcover edition directly from Insight Press.

HOW TO ORDER
Orders for this limited edition hardcover can begin immediately 
and the book will be shipped to you in advance of the release of 
the paperback edition (shipped to you by mid August).

You can order with a check or money order by mail. Or order with 
a credit card via the website at www.insight-press.com, or by 
phone at (773) 329-1699. Make checks or money orders payable 
to “Insight Press.”

Hardcover price : $45.00. 
Shipping will be free for hardcover orders.

[Soft cover price: $24.95. Available September 1]

PRAISE FOR THE BOOK

“…well written, concise, and comprehensive…
accessible to the general reader and 
uncompromising in its logic and accuracy 
in presenting scientific concepts…give your 
students Ardea Skybreak’s book and watch their 
understanding grow.”
– Kevin Padian, 

Professor of Integrative Biology, 
University of California, Berkeley 
Curator, Museum of Paleontology, 
University of California, Berkeley

“… of tremendous benefit to many, especially 
those in the teaching profession where there are 
frequent opportunities to defend science against 
the ridiculous assertions by religious zealots and 
fundamentalists.”
– Richard Leakey

Paleoanthropologist, former Director of Kenya’s National 
Museums, former Director of the Kenya Wildlife Service

“… clearly explains the overwhelming evidence 
for evolution and why it is scientific fact… 
Skybreak does an excellent job of educating 
and inspiring an interest in nature, science 
and evolution.”
– David Seaborg

Evolutionary biologist, founder and President of the 
Foundation for Biological Conservation and Research, 
founder and President of the World Rainforest Fund

“…very easy to read and understand… 
Information such as this is desperately needed 
especially here in the ‘Bible Belt’ South, where 
religious fundamentalism and creationism hit 
hardest.”
– From a high school student in Georgia

“I’m thoroughly enjoying and immensely intrigued 
by Ardea Skybreak’s [book] on evolution.“

“Ardea Skybreak breaks it all down in a way 
that I know brothers will be able to grasp to 
the fullest.”
– From prisoners
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Think ahead and 
order extra copies 
for birthdays, the 
coming holidays 

and other gift 
occasions!
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